Nowadays, the services offered by the Service Providers are subjected to many risks in terms of privacy agreements and hence they are treated as untrustworthy. Security risk analysis is fundamental to the security of any business and it is considered to be very essential in ensuring that controls and expenditure are fully commensurate with the risks to which the business is exposed. Hence, the Customer requires a set of security services and the model driven security specifications in terms of security policies such as authentication, authorization, confidentiality, integrity and audit in order to overcome such situations. The Customer security requirements should match with the security specifications that are recommended or delivered by the Service Provider and these contracts can be done through Service Level Agreements. In our paper we propose an Add-on security model which provides interoperable security services for the business services according to the security requirements of the business. We also establish the model as schema driven security model which facilitate dynamic integration of security services with the associated business services and finally to provide security assessment and verification mechanism for the Add-on security services along with the business requirements. The security assessment and verification is done automatically using Add-on security service assessment model. This issue plays a main role in verifying where the security model matches with the business requirements and also whether the security agreements are well maintained by both consumer and the service provider. We convert source code to first order logic in reasoning engine to evaluate the policy rules that influence the subject, resource and environment to determine the Access point in the security services and also finally evaluating the QOS like cost, response time, execution time and uptime for business services along with Add-on security features.
INTRODUCTION
A business is a commercial entity that sells products or services to a consumer. Each business has specific functional requirements, which are executed to create these products and services. Business logic is best defined as a formal functional activity that is performed based on specific operating procedures within a business. Business process modeling is a technique of designing and capturing the business logic of a company. Understanding the internal business procedures is critical in the determination of how an organization can become more efficient. These business models give companies a tool to communicate their current procedures in a standard manner. All processes within an organization consist of multiple layers of business logic. Imagine the process that is required to access a computer. Typically the computer requires the user to enter a name and password. This name and password combination is then verified and validated. Incorrect passwords cause the computer application to prompt the user to re-attempt the required credential business logic process. Business logic is also used in business process re-engineering. This is a technique used by many organizations to streamline and improve existing business processes. Manufacturing is an industry that typically requires specific steps to complete a process. Improving these steps can increase productivity and profits for the organization. The business rules of an organization are typically considered proprietary. This is because they help make a company more profitable and unique within an industry. Proprietary business logic is the secret sauce for many organizations. Business-driven development and management of secure applications and solutions is emerging as a key requirement in the realization of an on demand enterprise. In a given enterprise, individuals acting in various roles contribute to the modelling, development, deployment, and management of the security aspects of a business service. We look at the business service life cycle and propose an Add-on security model for business service. At the time of purchase the consumer buys business service alone. As they use those business services in day to day life they feel some security holes present in it and they need some security essentials to fill those gaps. So the consumers request the service provider to provide the suitable security service and hence the security service acts as an addon security model to the existing business services. The advantage of add-on security model is it minimizes the cost because purchasing a new business service with security model charges high where as adding a security services to existing business services is economically low.
RELATED WORKS
Christian Wolter present security policy and policy constraint models and discuss a translation of security annotated business processes into platform specific target languages, such as XACML or AXIS2 security configurations. To demonstrate the suitability of this approach an example transformation is presented based on an annotated process [1] . Alessandro Armando and Roberto Carbone present an approach to security testing of web-based applications in which test cases are automatically derived from counterexamples found through model checking [2] . Muhammad Qaiser Saleem has highlighted the security problems for SOA based applications and few Model Driven Security Frameworks are presented to develop secure software applications [3] . Wei She proposed an enhanced security model to facilitate the control of information flow through service chains. It extends the basic security models by introducing the concepts of delegation and pass-on. Based on these concepts, new certificates, certificate chain, delegation and pass-on policies, and how they are used to control the information flow is discussed [5] . Li Jiang designed a WSSecurity Evaluation Model, it's provide a valuable way to help user to create the threat modelling and evaluating the safety degree for Web service security. With the case study of SOA system in a certain enterprise, experimental results show that it provides a valuable reference to check out security vulnerabilities of Web service and optimize the system's security design [6] . Michael Menzel introduced the modeldriven approach that facilitates the transformation of architecture models annotated with simple security intentions to security policies. This transformation is driven by security configuration patterns that provide expert knowledge on Web Service security. Hence they introduced a formalised pattern structure and a domain-specific language to specify these patterns [7] . Efforts on achieving model-driven development of web services already exist. However, there is currently no complete solution that addresses non-functional aspects of these services as well. Juan P. Silva Gallino presents an ongoing work which seeks to integrate these non-functional aspects in the development of web services, with a clear emphasis on security [8] . L. Boaro and E. Glorio present an integration of model checking and semantic reasoning technologies in an efficient way. This can be considered the first step towards the usage of semantic model checking in problems of security verification. The approach relies on a representation of services at the process level that is based on semantically annotated state transition systems (ASTS) and a representation of specifications that is based on a semantically annotated version of the computation tree logic (AnCTL). The proposed approach permit to perform an efficient and yet useful, semantic reasoning at process-level about web services [9] . Xinwen Zhang proposed group-based RBAC model (GB-RBAC) and applied it for authorization management in collaborations by introducing the concept of virtual group. A virtual group is built for collaboration between multi-groups, where all members build trust relation within the group and are authorized to join and perform operations for the collaborative work [10] . Jian Cao proposed an organizational model and an authorization model for supporting dynamic business processes. More specifically, authorization policies are expressed in an SQL-like language which can be easily rewritten into query sentences for execution. In addition, the framework supports dynamic integration and execution of multiple access control polices from disparate enterprise resources [11] . The security problem of the Web service is becoming the key problem for the Web service development and application. Ke Ma and Chang-xin Song does a deep research on the security communication strategy of SOAP information, at the same time, describes identity validation and access control in detail. After that, they discuss a Web service security frame structure based on WS-Security technology. According to this, a Web service security model is designed, and all the modules and flows in this model are introduced in detail [12] . Meiko Jensen and Sven Feja present an extension to the ARIS SOA Architect that is capable of modelling security requirements as a separate security model view. Further they provide a transformation that automatically derives WS-Security Policy-conformant security policies from the process model, which in conjunction with the generated WS-BPEL processes and WSDL documents provides the ability to deploy and run the complete security-enhanced process based on Web Service technology [13] .
PROPOSED WORK 3.1 Accessibility in Business Logic
Accessibility is a general term used to describe the degree to which a product, device, service, or environment is available to as many people as possible. Accessibility can be viewed as the "ability to access" and possible benefit of some system or entity. Accessibility is often used to focus on people with disabilities or special needs and their right of access to entities, often through use of assistive technology. Accessibility to business logic Provides regulated access to the business resources which business experts and analyst need to perform their duties i.e. to change the policies and rules in the business logic of the service. In order to make changes in the business logic business experts and analyst must follow some common mechanism that permits management to specify what the business expert and the analyst can do i.e. which resources they can access and what operations they can perform on a system. In any organization planning to implement accessibility should consider the abstractions like policies, mechanisms. Accessibility policy should be brief which is highly recommended and set at high level. It must also specify how access is managed and who under what circumstances may access what information. The accessibility policies are enforced through accessibility mechanism and they are direct implementations of formal accessibility policy concepts. Finally translate a user's access request in terms of a structure that a system provides for example, a simple table lookup can be performed to grant or deny access.
The three main security goals also pertain to accessibility:  Confidentiality: only authorized users can gain access to protected information  Integrity: only authorized user can access and modify protected information  Availability: the services of the system is accessible to authorized users, when required
Policy based Access Control
The Policy-Based Access Control pattern decides if a subject is authorized to access an object according to policies defined in a central policy repository. It is also a strategy for managing user access to one or more systems, where business classification of users is combined with Policies to determine what access Privileges a user should have. Theoretical privileges are compared to actual privileges, and differences are automatically applied to Managed Systems. The Policy Based Access Model is a set of rules that determine access and also known as RSBAC (Rule Set Based Access Control).
It is a set of rules that determine access rights based on the Object, rather than the Subject.
The policy-based access control provides a powerful and flexible means of protecting data, down to the row level. The main important metrics of PBAC is by having Objects as the Base for Accessibility i.e. Dynamic Change in environment/ System requirements is adapted very easily. A Method of Policy Management independent from business logic can be developed. Policy-based access control makes a strict distinction between the formal statement of the policy and its enforcement. Formal Statement of Policy is usually based on a specification language which should be expressive enough to easily formulate the policy rules. Enforcement is a mechanism capable of intercepting access attempts, evaluating them against the policy, and accordingly granting or denying the access.
Attribute based Access Control (policy based)
A new access control approach for Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) is Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC). Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) uses attributes as building blocks in a structured language used to define access control rules and to describe access requests. Attributes are sets of labels or properties which can be used to describe all the entities that must be considered for authorization purposes. This model controls access based on properties of subjects or objects. It is used in environments where some subjects may not be pre-registered. Attributebased systems have desirable properties such as flexibility, privacy and intuitiveness.
The ABAC model brings many advantages over traditional identity or role based models  Intuitive to model and manage real-world access control policies  More flexible and more powerful to represent complex, fine-grained access control semantics, which is especially suitable for the dynamic SOA / web services environment  Management of security information is spread over a number of Attribute and Policy Authorities, possibly across organizational boundaries -suitable for large-scale information sharing  Reduces overall system complexity, allowing different system components (user directory, service registry, policy server, etc.) to focus on their respective administrative tasks
To utilize the ABAC model to its full potential, many aspects of the entire attribute management "life cycle" needs to be considered, such as attribute provisioning, binding, discovery, and feedback loop.
Business Logic Model for Schema Generation with Security Attributes
Business Logic is one way of looking at a business to get a feel for what the business is trying to do and how it is trying to do it, as a business. It can also help you see, from a manager's perspective, whether it logically hangs together, or whether some of the business' major premises are at war with each other. The scope of Business Logic Model is to analysis the business logic in all aspects and to generate the xml schema for easy management and better understandable. The author had already published the model [4] . The model produced the business logic schema and then converts into security assessment schema and the invocation of service logic flow execution is done only if it satisfies all the security essentials.
The scope of Business logic:
 models real life business objects (such as accounts,
loans, itineraries, and inventories)
 prescribes how business objects interact with one another  enforces the routes and the methods by which business objects are accessed and updated
Business logic comprises:
 business rules that express business policy (such as channels, location, logistics, prices, and products); and  workflows that are the ordered tasks of passing documents or data from one participant (a person or a software system) to another.
An organization can be designed as a set of Business Functions and usually the structure of the organization units within an organization is closely based on the business functions. Some of the functions are get, select, store, compare, return, display, catch, etc. The parameter consists of Access control types such as source, resource and environment, these should be associated with level of accessibility it requires.
In fig 1: Service logic is classified into system logic and business logic. The business logic gives detail information flow of the organization so to check the security of the business logic is very important task. The business logic is decomposed into rules, functions and domain variable. A business rule is a statement that gives constrains to some aspect of the business that influence the behaviour of the business. It focuses on the policies of the organization. It is essential for an organization in achieving its goals.
The business rules cannot be broken down further. Business rules express business policy such as channels, location, logistics, prices, and products. A function is a concept used in the Organization Architecture domain and represents what work is done by that organization, or business role. An organization can be designed as a set of Business Functions and usually the structure of the organization units within an organization is closely based on the business functions. Some of the functions are get, select, store, compare, return, display, catch, etc. Domain variable consist of business variable present in the business logic. Hence to evaluate the security of the business logic analysis is done using security analyzer and dependency analyzer process. Entity attribute is associated with a subject such as user, application, process that defines the identity and characteristics of the subject. Resource attribute is associated with a resource such as web service, system function, or data. Environment attribute describes the operational, technical, or situational environment or context in which the information access occurs such as current date time, current threat level. Finally security assessment is done through access point and basic flow. The basic flow gives the detail work flow of the business and from the security assessment the security report is generated. The security report contains issues about the security level of the services and gives varies solution to overcome the security holes and threats in the business services. 
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Fig1: Identifying the Access Point in Business Logic
Policy Rule example for Withdrawal
R1: Check whether the Account No exits R2: Authentication the user for requested operation R3: check whether the sufficient amount exit to perform the operation R4: Check the Minimum balance Rs 500 is maintained by the user S1: Account no exits S2: Authenticate the user S3: Check whether the sufficient amount exits S4: Check Minimum balance ∑-r 1: condition doesn't satisfies so return to S1 ∑-r 2: condition doesn't satisfies so return to S2 ∑-r 3: condition doesn't satisfies so return to S3 ∑-r 4: condition doesn't satisfies so return to S3
The finite state machine consists of four state S1, S2, S3 and S4 each node represent the first order logic for the related rules. The r1, r2, r3 and r4 is the accessibility specification for corresponding rules R1, R2, R3 and R4 that contain Access control attributes like Subject, Resource, Environment and their required Access control. get (user id,pin no) AP2: if(user.equals(user id) && pass.equals(pin no)) { out.println("Login Successful"); return("Yes"); } else out.println("Login Failed, Please try Again"); return("No"); } <if condition="user id=pin no"> <process> <ouput_statement> <print>"Login successful"</print> </output _statement> </process> <return> Yes </return> </if> <else> <process> <assignment_statement> <print>" Login Failed, Please try Again"</print> </assignment_statement> </process> <return> No </return> </else> <if condition="checkamt>=min_bal"> <process> <ouput_statement> <print>" Balance Amount:"+balamt[account no+"\n"</print> </output _statement> </process> <return> Yes </return> </if> <else> <process> <assignment_statement> <print As per Bank rule you should maintain minimum balance of Rs 500\n"</print> </assignment_statement> </process> <return> No </return> </else> get(String account ) AP1: Select * from withdraw where account no like {$Keyword} <query type="Data retrieval" name="select" table="account"> <rowset condition= "accno=+accno "> <columns> <column_name>name </column_name> <column_name>id </column_name> </columns> </rowset> </query> 
∑-r
Add-on Security Service Assessment Model
The main goal of the Add-on security service assessment model is to provide the assessment report as a solution to the consumer in such a way they can identify the security holes and in what way it can be reduced. Security requirement is the key resource for the Add-on security service assessment model. The security requirement is commonly important for both the service consumer and service provider. The service consumer gives the needed security requirement and the policy for the security services based on the business context (i.e.) security differs for each business context. Hence the service consumer gives their demands to the service provider based on those requirements the service provider lookup into the service repository to find out whether any security services match with the security requirements if so the service provider gives the recommend system from the service registry to the service consumer or else a new system is build with the security requirements. Finally the service level agreement is maintained by both the service provider and the service consumer. The SLA is extremely important to business context to ensure effective engagements for any services or product delivery and it also clearly defines the level of service expected between two parties and also ensures these targets are met within expected standards and budgeted cost. The security assessment and verification is done through security assessment engine using logical analyzer and integration engine. In logical analyzer first is to analyze the access point for the business rules through applying access point analyzer and after determine the access point the main role is to build the basic block and flow graph and finally generating the business logic schema. The security assessment engine contains four life cycle process such as analyzer, verification, FOL mapper and finally reasoning engine. The analyzer evaluates the overall flow of the security assessment engine and also verifies whether the security is in places and covert the rules into first order logic using FOL mapper and finally the reasoning engine plays a important roles in verifying whether the security services match with security requirements. The integration engine is used to add-on the security services along with the business services using plugin and wrappers and also evaluating both the services using evaluation engine and generating the assessment schema. The Add-on security service assessment model can be used in run time system, dynamic proxy, create audit log and to handle the exception. 
CONCULION
In this paper, we proposed an Add-on security model which provides interoperable security services for the business services according to the security requirements of the business. We also establish the model as schema driven security model which facilitate dynamic integration of security services with the associated business services and finally to provide security assessment and verification mechanism for the Add-on 
